
                        COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING COMMITTEE 

FINAL REPORT 

 

CONCLUSIONS FROM STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS  

IN OAK HAMMOCK’S HEALTH PAVILION 

 

 

All additions in bold: 

.  

At the July 23 monthly meeting of the Residents’ Council’s Communications and Marketing Committee 

(RC C & M) the draft “Conclusions from Structured Interviews in Oak Hammock’s Health Pavilion” 

were discussed. This revision incorporates comments made, primarily by HP staff, and may now be 

considered a final report of this exercise. The committee will continue to seek monthly updates from 

staff as appropriate. It is hoped that the findings help HP and other staff to continue to improve 

communications and life in general for residents of the Health Pavilion. 

 

Results of data from 28 residents in Skilled Nursing(SN) and 24 residents in Assisted Living (AL)  may be 

seen in detail in the attached collation of their responses to 14 questions on their communication needs. 

This summary attempts to pull out of the 52 interviews some conclusions for management and 

residents. The interviews were carried out by 16 volunteers who live in OH’s Independent Living (IL) 

under the auspices of the RC C & M committee. The purpose of the study was to see how to improve 

communication in the Health Pavilion so it would be comparable to that in Independent Living, to the 

extent that was possible. The thought was that people who buy into OH’s life care should not be 

deprived inadvertently of information and activities when they move to the Health Pavilion, unless they 

choose to be. 

 

We are aware that the pandemic stopped many interactions taking place, often through the initiative of 

IL residents, such the ambassador visits to SN residents, religious services, singalongs, helping individuals 

to record favorite music on iPods, and many one-on-one visits. Some of these have already started up 

again. Hopefully, many more will, although the current Delta Variant may cause an interruption in 

these efforts. 

 

Finding from the mid-July interviews may be shaded by the isolation of the pandemic. Be that as it may, 

they far exceeded our communications objective. The information obtained leads to the conclusion that 
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a life more comparable to that in IL needs individualization of approaches and programs, to meet each 

individual’s specific circumstances.  

 

There is a wide variety of people in the Health Pavilion. Some have physical ailments, especially those 

that limit mobility, and visual or hearing deficits; some have various degrees of cognitive issues. But 

their interests, hobbies, desires and needs continue and are varied and complex. It is not sufficient to 

expect them to come over to IL to partake of the many activities there. Even if all pandemic restrictions 

went away and doors were wide open, physical limitations would prevent many from coming over to IL. 

Advanced age and the loss of energy would be another barrier. 

 

It should be a goal of management and residents to bring many of the same programs that takes place in 

IL to AL and SN. Much of this may have happened before the pandemic and some may have happened 

during the pandemic via Zoom and YouTube. But much more could be done: For instance (individual 

with knowledge or responsibility shown in bold): 

 

 1. To what extent are ILR offerings available on demand via Zoom and/or YouTube in the HP? At 

the meeting it was stated that ILR classes are open to anyone who wants to attend and that all 

residents get copies of the ILR Bulletin, placed in their door baskets. This may not be sufficient, given 

the disabilities described above. It is the understanding of the principal author that an ILR group is 

looking into how to stream ILR classes into the HP. Update needed from Julie Ann Ariet. 

 

 2. Could the various groups who come to Oak Hammock to play music also go the HP in person 

or on tape? Examples: The Bookends? The recent guitar player? Pre-pandemic, the activities staff in HP 

would bring in their own entertainment. Hopefully this will again happen. But could more piggybacking 

on IL’s extensive programming also be done? There is more happening in this area than was indicated 

by responses to the interview questions. The guitar player who was so well received in IL actually 

started performing in the HP. There is more sharing between IL and HP staff on outside performers 

than the committee realized. This will surely continue with lifting of pandemic restrictions. Chrissy 

Smoak’s list of initiatives she has taken recently is attached to this report. Chrissy said she is trying to 

change entertainment to individualize it more. (Katherine Osman and Chrissy Smoak keep updating 

the committee monthly.) 

 

 3. There are currently space limitations for small group activities in AL and SN. But could the 

small areas tucked here and there be used to encourage socialization: e.g., a game room, with puzzles, 

Scrabble, checkers, etc. be arranged? Could a bridge table be encouraged? The lists of activities 

provided by interviewees can be found as responses to question 3 in both sets of interviews. In short, as 

one of the interviewers said, the HP activities staff needs to assume the role of a “cruise director, ‘ 

encouraging folks to engage with what interests them. This would likely be more effective than 

expecting everyone to enjoy the same activity, as seems to be the case in the past. See the list Chrissy 
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appended to this report. Marilyn Hutchinson made the point that the AL needs a large room with 

comfortable chairs with no TV that would encourage conversation among residents. Someone 

suggested an equivalent to the IL floor parties, perhaps wing parties. Chrissy pointed out they have 

started “Coffee and Conversation” sessions each morning.  (Chrissy Smoak team and RC Active Life 

Style committee). 

 

 4. There is still a need for improved communications to reach the Health Pavilion residents (not 

just the staff). Fourteen residents in AL and 11 residents in SN say they use computers/smart 

phones/iPads and the like. They can already get the information that is disseminated via computer from 

IL. Does anyone from the HEAT visit the HP? Could HEAT volunteers help that group use their electronics 

better? But that’s only 48% people interviewed; and only 39% of those available to be interviewed; and 

25% of the total census of the HP. The number of people who depend on paper to keep informed is 

considerably greater. See especially answers to question 5. Staff should make a concerted effort to get 

the IL monthly calendar, the ILR bulletin and flyers on activities in IL distributed to all residents. Staff 

should also get videoed events to show in HP. Staff reports that this is already happening, so it is 

unclear why some residents say they do not get the information. HEAT said it could provide technical 

help to those residents who have smart devices to ensure they are working properly and their 

“smartness” is known to the residents. (Katherine Osman, Marie Okronley, Chrissy Smoak, RC 

Communications & Marketing committee) 

 

 5. Several people mentioned the desire for in-person religious services to start again. This 

should be a priority. Because of the Delta Variant, it has been decided that in-person religious services 

should not yet start. There is a large screen in the Crossroads so that people could join together to 

watch a religious service. Catholics who wish to attend Mass in IL can be brought over.  There is an in-

person Bible study already taking place. (Marie Okronley, Ed Poppell, Dick Martin) 

 

 6. Channel 1960 was not popular with most interviewees. The content seemed to be the main 

problem, but some said reception was poor and some did not even know what it was. A few suggested 

their interest might increase if they had a weekly schedule of programs. See question 2.b. and question 

8 for details. Management should reexamine the value of this channel of communication and whether 

effort should be made to provide voice overs. Katherine said she would see if it is possible to produce a 

weekly program schedule. Sally Glaze says a friend in AL uses Ch. 1960 every day and has a sticker on 

her TV saying “1960.” Perhaps others could do the same. (Katherine Osman, RC Communications & 

Marketing committee) 

 

 7. Alexa-type devices also seemed unpopular. See questions 7. Nevertheless, attempts should 

be made to contact the 9 people who expressed interest in learning more about these devices. This 

should probably wait until the pandemic is on the wane. It will be suggested to Bill Zegel that Janey 

Kalaf help him introduce the technology to others, as she already is using it.  (RC Technology & Service 

Innovation committee) 
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 8. Life at OH, in IL,  is guided by a variety of handbooks  welcoming committees and personal 

interactions. Greater efforts need to be made to orient residents to what to expect when they transition 

to AL and permanent SN. Does a welcoming committee exist in AL? In SN? How involved are the social 

workers in easing what must be a daunting change? Martha Rader mentioned the laminated cards she 

introduced when she headed the RC Health & Well Being Committee. Marie and Chrissy said they 

would look for the cards and reactivate this idea. A set of these cards describing various 

events/times/procedures in SN and AL would be placed in each room to provide easily accessible 

essential information. Leah and Marilyn said they would start a welcoming committee to informally 

show new residents the ropes in AL. Leah said she and Mary Sabatella meet with potential residents 

and their families when they are planning the move, although thought that they are often 

overwhelmed with information.  (Social work staff to advise on what else is needed to ease the 

transition to AL and SN.) 

 

Management, needless to say, cannot implement a comprehensive individualized program to reaching 

all HP residents. But once pandemic restrictions are fully lifted, there likely will be a large number of IL 

volunteers to join the effort. Sally Glaze said before the pandemic she would periodically go over to AL 

for lunch. That kind of conversation with residents seemed very helpful. 

 

Bottom line: we are one community and we should all help each other live life to the maximum extent 

possible. The barriers to information flow and daily activities between the different levels of care can 

and should be removed or reduced. 

 

These are the conclusions of the chair of Communications & Marketing and of participants in the July 23 

meeting.  Please draw your own conclusions by carefully reviewing the tabulations for AL and SN. We 

will continue to document progress each month. For the remainder of the year. Indeed, it was 

recommended that we conduct another survey in a year, to measure progress.  

 

Thanks to the 16 volunteers who each spent 4 hours interviewing HP friends. That’s 64 intense hours of 

interviews.  

 

Mary Kilgour 

Chair 

RC C & M Committee 

 

7/24/21 
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Attachments to original:  

 

Addendum to Final Report from Chrissy Smoak, HP Life Enrichment Activities Coordinator 

 

Results of Structured Interview Survey of Communication Needs in Oak Hammock’s Health Pavilion - 

Skilled Nursing  

 

Results of Structured Interview Survey of Communications Needs in Oak Hammock’s Health Pavilion – 

Assisted Living 
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Addendum to Final Report of Health Pavilion Structured Interviews, from Chrissy Smoak, Health Pavilion Life 
Enrichment Activities Coordinator (from July 23 C & M Committee meeting) 

 
Things we have done in activities: 
 

Coffee & Conversations 
Senior Twister (Twister game with a twist) 
Science & FIZZics Experiment 

Ice Cream Truck 
Arm Chair Travel 
Performances By: 

Al Goebel & Hank Pennypacker 
Dan Flok (Sings a variety of songs and plays the guitar) 

David Smith (Jazz) 
Sheba Beck (Soulful Music) 
Steve Robinson (Sings a variety of genre of songs with several instruments) 

Steve Steinberg (Sings and plays the piano) 
Bev Cone & Keith Berg (Sing Alongs with Piano) 
Brent Pope (Sings & plays guitar) 

Wacky Wednesday Themes - Twin Day/Pun Day/Sports Day/Tacky Tourist Day 
Cruising through the Summer party & Tacky Tourist Parade 
Stories & Conversations with Janet Janke 

Bible Study & Hymns with Paul Vope 
Guided Paintings with Samantha 
Water Color Class with Marilyn Hutchinson 

Clay Creations 
Spiral Sun Catchers 
Sand Art 

Manicures 
Beauty Hour 
Soccer Collies 

Scenic Bus Ride 
Lunch to Carrabba's 

Cooking Demo with Chef - Maryland Crab Cakes 
Trivia Games/Board Games/Jigsaw Puzzles 
Happy Hour 

 
These are just some of the activities we did this past month ... we have also set up boards 
games/puzzles/cards etc. in the alcove areas too. 

 
Things we have planned for future events: 
 

A men's group of some sort 
Ice cream shop trips/outings 
Natural History presentations in person with Tom Guire 

Separate exercise classes for AL and SNF 
Hall/Wing Parties 
Socials & Happy Hours before dinner outside of the dining room 

Continue cooking demos 
Residents of the month 
Virtual Reality 
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RESULTS OF  

STRUCTURED INTERVIEW SURVEY OF COMMUNICATION NEEDS IN OAK 
HAMMOCK’S HEALTH PAVILION 

SKILLED NURSING 

Initial Numbers 

Census:      63 

Available to survey:    31  (49%) 

Interviewed     24  (77%) 

Refused/not available     4 

Discharged       3 

 

BEGIN INTERVIEW DATA COLLATION: 

1. Do you feel that you receive enough information about things going on at Oak Hammock? 

 Yes: 19     19/24 = 79% 

 No:  2 

 Somewhat:  

 Don’t know: 2 

 Comments:  none  

  

2. What is your preferred method of receiving information: 

 a. Computer, smart phone or iPad/Tablet? 

 Yes: 11    11/23 = 48% 

 No:  12 

 Comments: needs captions – has a smart phone but doesn’t use it -  

 b. Do you watch Channel 1960? 

 Yes: 6    6/21 = 29% 

 No: 15 

 Don’t know what it is: 3 

 Comments:  Occasionally, according to wife – poor eyesight and poor hearing, did previously, 98 
yrs. Old – sometimes (3) – rarely – poor reception -  
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 c. Do you rely on paper flyers for information on important events or news from management? 

 Yes: 16   16/22 = 73% 

 No: 6 

 Comments: poor eyesight, can’t read them – good job of circulating info in SN – likes flyers, 
newsletters, info that comes with menu – best method – unclear, referred to mail being forwarded to 
her daughter but not sure who did that and why – but email is primary source -also many newspapers – 
wife in IL prints them out -  

 

 d. Do you rely on word of mouth, conversations with neighbors and staff, to obtain useful 
information: 

 Yes: Staff:  3  Neighbors:  Both: 12 15/24 = 63% 

 No: Staff:    Neighbors:  Both: 9 

 Comments: sometimes (2)– relies on hired tech for info (helped answer questions today) – 
uncomfortable about dementia in OH population, trusts Marie Okronley – likes social interaction, 90th 
birthday party coming up - 

    

3.  What kinds of activities are you interested in?  

 List: (And circle/add to chart on page 6.) 

  Bingo 

  Walking in hallway 

  Reading Oak Leaf 

  Sports on TV (3) 

  Socials, parties 

  Games such as Trivia 

  Piano and singing 

  Exercise movements in morning/chair exercises 

  Animal shows 

  Manicure Day 

  Wants more info on what movie is about in flyer 

  Visiting back and forth with friends 

  Bible study 
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  TV shows (3) 

  Being comfortable and reading what I like 

  Bridge 

  Gardening 

  Reading (3) 

  Conversation 

  Family 

  Friends/neighbors from IL 

  Jigsaw puzzles  

  Crosswords 

  Science (still working in bio-medicine) 

  Out to eat, travel 

  Exercise: walking, leg lifts 

  Travel programs (“once traveled the world”) 

   

4. How about: (Mention the things in the chart below to the extent they were not listed in Question 3. 
Circle those mentioned.) 

 

CHART LINKING THINGS OF INTEREST WITH METHOD OF COMMUNICATION 

Indicate Answers in Columns 

 

ACTIVITY COMMENTS 

OH Residents’ Council 
Meetings 

4 
Comments: likes Ed Poppell – by Zoom, could be done better, camera 
work is poor -  
 

OH Town Hall Meetings 3 
Comments: when access possible, large screen, zoom, needs 
help/training -  

HP Town Hall Meetings 
 

2 
Comments: haven’t heard them but music would be of interest – 
probably -  
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ILR Classes 
 

7 Comments: would need to make arrangements to get there and back 
– not now due to health – art/painting, but difficult to attend – if 
subject of interest, needs bulletin – maybe – opera -  

Special Health Talks 2 

Entertainment in IL or 
HP 

IL:4 
HP: 8  
Comments: piano playing, singers, guitar playing (from written 
flyers/calendar) – parties, social activities in HP – loves – classical music 
on big screen – sports events on TV – maybe, but needs to be taken – if 
daytime – music, chorus – movies -  

Friends/neighbors 
moving to HP 

6 
Comment: would highly recommend OH, they care -when awake, likes 
visitors 

Passing of 
friends/neighbors 

7 
Comment: will look at posted photos of lost friends/neighbors – from 
Sherika – sees absence of aides and closed door – picture posted -  

Needs an Iron in AL 
(or steamer) 

 

Political & learning 
 

 

Space for chatting, 
without TV 
 

 

Puzzle table with chairs 
 

 

Local live performances 
of ballet, art shows 

 

Audio books from 
Library of Congress 

1 

Note: Of most interest are ILR, entertainment, movies and passing of OH friends. But mobility is an 
issue in attendance. 

 

5. Thinking of the items that interest you (from Q 3 and Q 4), what is the best way for you to get the 

information? (Underline or add choice.) 

 a. in writing: paper calendar, bulletin board, door basket? 

  General: 8  Paper: 1 Calendar: 6   Bulletin Board: 4 Door Basket: 2 TOTAL: 
21 

 Comments: Board in room not kept up to date – RC minutes, Oak Leaf -   

 b. orally from staff or a neighbor? 

  Yes: General: 7  Staff: 5   Resident: 0  TOTAL: 12  12/14=86% 
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  No: General: 2  Resident:  TOTAL : 2 

  Comments: can’t hear well – not particularly interested in getting information – don’t 
really know people here – bulletin board up too high to read  

   

 c. electronically, by computer or TV – email, Zoom, Channel 1960? 

  Yes: 10 

  Comments: needs training in Touchtown, wants to use – TV – Zoom -  

  Summary: 21 paper versus 12 oral versus 10 electronic 

6. Is there anything that would make it easier for you to participate in activities? 

 No: 15    15/18 = 83% satisfied 

 Yes: 3 

 Comments: now satisfied – been there, done that, now too painful to move – needs to walk, 
doesn’t want it to conflict with activities and time – dependent on wheelchair, makes it hard to travel – 
he’s a self-starter - just got here! – help getting to activities – but likes Crossroads activity – pushers (for 
wheelchair) – give me my health and my wife back! – a good job already being done – like things the 
way they are -  

 

7. Do you know about or use an Alexa, Siri or Hey Google electronic device? 

 a. Yes: 8 No: 16  8/24 = 33% awareness 

 b. Would you like to learn how to use these devices? 

  Yes: 0 

  No: 16   16/20 = 80% lack of interest 

  Don’t know/Maybe: 4  

  Comment: For someone here permanently it would be helpful – use it already (2) – not 
interested – definitely not! -  

8. Would you listen to Channel 1960 more if it had a voice reading the announcements to you?    

 Yes: 1  

 No: 13    13/24 = 54% no interest     

 Didn’t know/Maybe: 10   

 Comments: Nothing of interest on it – not interested – prefers to read – not interested in 
movies, would like different programs -  

 

9. How about staying in touch with your family and friends?   
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 a. Can you contact them? 

  1) Yes: 20  20/22 = 91% family contact 

  2) No: 2  

  3) How? Phone (8), email (5), Visits (2) 

  Comment: extension cord enables better access – lots! Very comforting! – daughter 
lives in Gainesville, visits often – hired tech calls family for her so she can talk with them – doesn’t know, 
likes daughter to visit – not a great communicator – no family (2) – close to family – daily, with kids -  

 

 b. Is this communication enough for you?  

  Yes: 11   no conclusion possible 

  No:  

  Comments: doesn’t know (confused but pleasant) – family is here every day – no family 
-  

 c. Does your family receive Email messages from Oak Hammock, so they are informed of 
important events here?  

  Yes: 8   8/17 = 47% positive of family info 

  No: 1   

  Don’t know: 8 

  Comment:  N/A (2) – not sure, family roles have changed given his situation – would like 
to check – likes group talks, updates very appreciated? – sister – he is capable of informing them himself 
-  

 

 d. Is there any way for Oak Hammock to help more with family and friends contacts? 

  Yes: 1    

  No: 13   13/17 = 76% satisfaction  

  Don’t know: 3 

  Comments: having social worker help friends from IL visit without going to main outside 
entrance has been helpful -  N/A – there must be but he can’t think of it – good job of handling the 
Pandemic – satisfactory – no, can do it myself – son knows a lot of activities but not sure how he gets 
info – working fine -  

 

10. Do you have any other suggestions for ways your Oak Hammock Residents’ Council can help with 
your communications needs? 

  Yes: 2   2/12 = 17% ideas for more RC involvement 
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  No: 10 

  Comment:  Have more interaction between IL, AL, SN – they’re on the right track – Dick 
Martin does so much, hopes the chapel services resume soon, misses them – doing okay – people seem 
informed -  

11. How about ways that Oak Hammock management and staff can help improve communications to 
make your life more comfortable?  

  Yes: 5         5/17 = 29% ideas for more Management help 

  No: 11 

  Don’t know: 1 

  Comments: Should serve cereal and soup with the larger spoon, should listen, e.g., small 
amount in larger bowl to allow mixing – IL and AL daily activities should be included in SN daily calendar 
and vice versa, especially AL – Nurses could communicate more – very satisfied, however: germ freak: 
no garbage on sink, has mentioned this to staff several times, there is not enough socializing, a neighbor 
screams, goes berserk, curses staff, makes for lack of sleep, loves staff who have become friends – hired 
tech does good job informing her – people coming and going all day, would like more rest time – more 
access to sports events on large screen – staff seems very accommodating and respectful in meeting her 
needs – happy with everything, for her needs -  

12 Roughly how long have you lived in: (if no answer, ask if they’re a new or long-time resident) 

  AL:  

  SN: 2 wks. – 9 wks. – 7 mos. – 3 yrs. – don’t know – since she fell months ago – 6 mos. – 
3 mos. – long-term – several years – 9 yrs. - ? – 3 wks. – 1 wk. - ? – less than 1 year – 3 yrs.? – 3 yrs. – 
few mos. – 4-5 yrs. – recently (still has IL apt, but moving soon to AL) – 4 yrs. – 3 wks. – no idea.  

Note: 8 of 24 total responses (33%) did not cite a specific amount of time for being in AL. Data not 
accurate perhaps because it was not important to them. 

13. About how long did you live in: 

   IL: 14 yrs. – 3 yrs. – 10 yrs. – 10 yrs. - ? – 7+ yrs. – since 2004 or 2005 – since 2007 – 
several years – 8 yrs. – 8 yrs. – 1 yr. – 10 yrs. – 1.5 yrs. - since 2004 - since 2004 – since 2004. 

   AL: 2 yrs. – several years – 1 yr. -2 yrs. – since 2004-2006.  

  Outside: was in Village, then Shands, then here – from Gainesville home – moving to 
The Village upon release to be near family – came from outside, unaware when -  unsure – goes to her 
apt. in IL to continue cleaning it out – came directly to SN from her home in Gainesville. 

14. Thank you so much for talking with me.  Is there anything else you’d like to add? 

Note: data not accurate. 3 of 17 responses (18%) were not precise in remembering how long they had 
lived in IL. Not important to them?  

  Additional Comments: Bulletin Board in SN should be at eye level for patients, large 
print calendars should be in AL and SN -  This is a good place to die – An example of poor 
communication: had a doctor’s appointment Thursday, didn’t know about it until Wednesday night 
when wife called to tell him – important to resume in-person chapel services, people who work here 
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very helpful, they really care for patients - Would like to know more about fourth floor Bldg. 1 activities 
(she’s in SN temporarily (lived with family during Covid, only recently returned to OH – this resident 
extremely negative and belligerent, claims staff didn’t bathe her, she had to do it herself, staff stole 
things from her and feed her food she can’t eat because of missing teeth – Does remember watching a 
movie on the planets and enjoying it immensely. Would like to watch other movies – SN is set up for my 
needs, staff attentive and nice – call button works. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mck for RC Communications & Marketing Committee 

7/14/21 
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RESULTS OF  

STRUCTURED INTERVIEW SURVEY OF COMMUNICATION NEEDS IN OAK 
HAMMOCK’S HEALTH PAVILION 

ASSISTED LIVING 

INITIAL NUMBERS 

Census      39 

Available to survey    33  (85%) 

Interviewed     28  (85%) of available 

Refused/not available        3 

Counted in SN       2 

 

Begin Interview Data Collation: 

1. Do you feel that you receive enough information about things going on at Oak Hammock? 

 Yes: 15     15/28 = 54% 

 No:  9 

 Somewhat: 3 

 Don’t know: 1 

 Comments: can barely see, therefore can’t read (2) – wants access to IL, wants/needs very 
different population – not if you don’t have a functioning computer   

 

2. What is your preferred method of receiving information: 

 a. Computer, smart phone or iPad/Tablet? 

  Yes: 14     14/25 = 56% 

  No:  11 

 b. Do you watch Channel 1960? 

  Yes: 5     5/26 = 19% 

  No: 21 

  Don’t know what it is: 2 

  Would like printed program in advance: 3 
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  Comments: Can’t get it – Needs to be more accessible – can’t see TV very well – Like the 
movies – not getting it -  

 c. Do you rely on paper flyers for information on important events or news from management? 

  Yes: 22     22/28 = 79% 

  No: 6 

  Comments: Newspapers, newsletters – yes, but would prefer more info, such as IL 
calendar – likes calendar – flyers arrive too late – Oak Leaf (2) – doesn’t know how to get them – prefers 
large print – Daily – AL flyer and monthly newsletter waste of time, Oak Leaf written chatter – daily and 
monthly calendars (2) -  

 d. Do you rely on word of mouth, conversations with neighbors and staff, to obtain useful 
information: 

  Yes: Staff: 7   Neighbors: 1 Both: 7  15/28 = 54% 

  No: Staff: 9   Neighbors: 2 Both: 2 

  Comments: staff very busy – but not much – Dante a long way away and often not 
there, wants easy access to IL and Commons 

 

3.  What kinds of activities are you interested in?  

 List: (And circle/add to chart on page 6.) 

 Reading 5/Book club 3 

 Audio books 

 Face-to-face interaction 

 Dining/Nutrition Committee (AL) 

 Quilting 

 TV sports: 2 

 Cards/board games/Scrabble: 2 

  Zoom with tutoring: 2 

 Teaching 

 Art/Art shows: 4 

 Friends helping friends 

 House plants/gardening: 2 

 Dance class 

 Ballet/Dance Alive: 1 
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 Chair pilates 

 Bridge (3) 

 Bridge lessons 

 Knitting 

 Playing with pet 

 Photography 

 ILR Opera 

 Saturday night movie 

 Daytime trips 

 Speakers 

 Meetings with Management concerned with OH policies in both IL and HP.(HP meetings alone 
run by people who don’t know how to use microphones) 

 Going shopping in person 

 Classical music (UF students visiting to play) 

 Crossword puzzles 

 OH chorus 

 Eating in IL dining room 

 TV 

 ILR or Natural History programs about oceans, etc. 

 Round table conversations 

 Travel programs 

 Tom Gire programs 

 

4. How about: (Mention the things in the chart below to the extent they were not listed in Question 3. 
Circle those mentioned.) 
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CHART LINKING THINGS OF INTEREST WITH METHOD OF COMMUNICATION 

Indicate Answers in Columns 

ACTIVITY COMMENTS 

OH Residents’ Council 
Meetings 

4 (1 Zoom) 
Comments: hard to walk – AL rep, some committee mtgs. - 

OH Town Hall Meetings 7 (1 Zoom) 
Comments: hard to walk, has walker 

HP Town Hall Meetings 
 

8 
Comments: hard to hear, residents don’t use microphones – was going 
until knees gave out -  

ILR Classes 
 

13 Comments: if urged and helped to attend – used to attend – 
afternoons only – Opera – Art – always liked – has bulletin – archeology, 
history, Charles Sidman – classical music – perhaps -  

Special Health Talks 7 

Entertainment in IL or 
HP 

IL: 8 
HP: 8 
Comments: sports, classical music on TV, most too juvenile – if movies 
she hasn’t seen – goes occasionally – chamber music, pianist, women 
singer -  

Friends/neighbors 
moving to HP 

5 
Comment: people moving in need more communication (2)  

Passing of 
friends/neighbors 

3 
Comment: post photos at desk – they don’t tell us – Dante’s desk – no 
communication now (2)-  

Needs an Iron in AL 
(or steamer) 

1 

Political & learning 
 

1 

Space for chatting, 
without TV 

1 

Puzzle table with chairs 1 

Local live performances 
of ballet, art shows 

1 

Audio books from 
Library of Congress 

1 

Note: of most interest are entertainment in both IL and HP, ILR classes, HP Town Hall meetings, IL 
Town Hall meetings and special health talks. 

5. Thinking of the items that interest you (from Q 3 and Q 4), what is the best way for you to get the 

information? (Underline or add choice.) 

 a. in writing: paper calendar, bulletin board, door basket? 

 General: 10 Paper: 5 Calendar:1   Bulletin Board: 2 Door Basket 3  TOTAL: 21 
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 Comments: wants calendar from IL  

 b. orally from staff or a neighbor? 

  Yes: General: 4 Staff: 9     Resident: 3      TOTAL 16   16/18 = 89% 

  No: 1     Resident:1  TOTAL   2 

 Comments: neighbors not out and about.   

 c. electronically, by computer or TV – email, Zoom, Channel 1960? 

  Yes: 9 

  Comment: computer not functioning 

 Summary: 21 paper versus 16 oral versus 9 electronic 

6. Is there anything that would make it easier for you to participate in activities? 

 No: 8     8/18 = 44% satisfied 

 Yes: 10 

 Comments: Encouragement, interaction – Better communication from staff – Someone to take 
me – More advance notice – More staff communication – stopped during Covid, will start again 
gradually after Pandemic – Interested in activities of a higher mental nature – Notify HP of special things 
like music in Oak Room – when “illness thing” (Covid?) has disappeared – personal schedule – mobility a 
problem, could staff help? – can’t open door, need someone to go with her – End of Covid restrictions, 
create groups, circle of friends that Covid interrupted – someone to push wheelchair – take people to 
activities, don’t rely on resident’s memory - 

7. Do you know about or use an Alexa, Siri or Hey Google electronic device? 

 a. Yes: 9 No: 18   9/27 = 33.3% awareness 

 b. Would you like to learn how to use these devices? 

  Yes: 5    16/25 = 64% lack of interest 

  No:  16 

  Don’t know/Maybe: 4   

  Comment: Grand Pad (?) has Internet, email, would like to learn how to use it more 
effectively -  

8. Would you listen to Channel 1960 more if it had a voice reading the announcements to you?    

 Yes: 4      15/28 = 54% no interest 

 No: 15 

 Didn’t know/Maybe: 9 

  Comments: already knows and uses – didn’t know about it, said no when explained – I’d 
like that -  
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9. How about staying in touch with your family and friends?   

 a. Can you contact them? 

  1) Yes: 27   27/28 = 96%  family contact 

  2) No: 1 

  3) How? Phone (10), Zoom, email, face time – family initiates – Has Grand Pad, daughter 
calls – visits  

 

 b. Is this communication enough for you?  

  Yes: 23    23/26 = 88% satisfied with family contact 

  No: 3 

  Comments: kids live far away -  

 c. Does your family receive Email messages from Oak Hammock, so they are informed of 
important events here?  

  Yes: 14    14/28 = 50% positive of family info 

  No: 6   

  Don’t know: 8 

  Comment: no close family – legally in touch with his representative – yes and it is 
wonderful – only about things such as falls – yes and appreciated (2)  

 d. Is there any way for Oak Hammock to help more with family and friends contacts? 

  Yes: 2    16/20 = 80% satisfaction 

  No: 16 

  Don’t know: 2 

  Comments: wished she could contact former social worker MaryAnn Neill – make Covid 
go away – not needed -  

 

10. Do you have any other suggestions for ways your Oak Hammock Residents’ Council can help with 
your communications needs? 

  Yes: 5     5/18 = 28% advice to RC 

  No: 13 

  Comment: they try  – announcements important, need more – meeting with dietician – 
encourage better contact between residents and  HP staff – let staff know need verbal communication; 
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however, understands they’re very busy – more personal contact – more people from AL should attend 
HP town halls (?) – more visits from IL 

 

11. How about ways that Oak Hammock management and staff can help improve communications to 
make your life more comfortable?  

  Yes: 7    7/18 = 39% advice to Management 

  No: 8 

  Don’t know: 3 

  Comments: optional conversations such as our visit (with the interviewer), group or 
individual topics (e.g., guns, current violence) – post office hours, time for residents to talk with staff – 
AL management needs to communicate more with residents; CNAs/nurses are great -  more personal 
contact – she just moved in: no dishwater in single sink; had to make an arrangement to use OH kitchen 
-  AL needs a buddy system – wants to know what happened to CEO – weekend staff need more 
assistance (2)  

12 Roughly how long have you lived in: (if no answer, ask if they’re a new or long-time resident) 

  AL: 2 yrs. – 6 mos. – long time – 3 yrs. – long term – forever – 2 yrs. – recent - 1 yr. – 2 
yrs. – 2 yrs. - ? – 1 yr. ? – 2.5 yrs. – 2.5 yrs. -  3 yrs. – 2 yrs. – 5 yrs. – 1 yr. – 4 yrs. – 3.5 yrs. – several years 
– 2 wks. – 3 yrs. – 14 yrs. – 1.5 yrs. – old timer: 3-4 yrs. – 2 yrs. – 4.5 yrs. – 4.5 yrs.  

Note: a few folks (6 of 28 responding or 21%) didn’t know how long they had been in AL. Data not 
accurate, or represents lack of interest in this detail.  

13. About how long did you live in: 

   IL: 5 yrs - ? – 17 yrs. – 10 yrs. – long terms - ? - ? - ? – 15 yrs. – 15 yrs. – 6 yrs.? – 15 yrs. – 
15 yrs. – 4 yrs. – 12 yrs. – 12 yrs. – 14 yrs. – several years – 17 yrs. – 11 yrs. – old timer – 15 yrs. – 13 yrs. 
– 13 yrs. 

Note: 8 of 24 (33%) could did not precisely define how long they had lived in IL before moving to AL. 
Could simply imply lack of interest in this detail. 

 

14. Thank you so much for talking with me.  Is there anything else you’d like to add? 

  Additional Comments: Very content, does not feel isolated – Miss carpeting – Dining in 
AL has changed: quantity good, quality of service lacking, e.g., variety of bread served, servers not asking 
if diner would like something else, etc. – Director of Dining and CEO should visit more often – Husband 
died recently – Would like to have more activities, misses contact with people, Likes Oak Leaf – wants to 
go shopping in person, no family nearby – Misses meaningful conversations at mealtime and it’s not 
easy to get to IL dining. IL folks need to go to HP dining more. 

Mck for RC Communications & Marketing Committee 
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